
Radiology reviewers are required to
assign numerical grades of 1 to 9 (1
= accept, 9 = reject) in the rating of

manuscripts. The mean ratings for
the 660 referees who were assigned
10 or more reviews over a 4'/2-year
period were analyzed. The mean
score was 4.8 Â±0.8, and 87.4% of re
viewers (the mainstream) had rat
ings of mean Â±1.5 standard devi
ations. Categories of reviewers with
greater deviation from the mean
were identified: zealots and push
overs, whose ratings of manuscripts
were more favorable, versus assas
sins and demoters, who supplied
less favorable ratings. To exclude
the possibility that the referees who
were classified as more critical had
actually been sent less meritorious
papers, the scores and rejection rates
of 859 papers co-reviewed by assas
sins, demoters, and mainstream ref
erees were compared. Significant
differences were confirmed. Devi
ant referees were widely distributed
in the pool of reviewers, including
13 members of the Editorial Board
and representatives in each of 19
subspecialty areas. Failure to recog
nize and control for reviewer varia
tion may be unfair to authors. An
Editor has the capacity to reduce un
fairness by monitoring reviewer
variation and by modulating the re
view process accordingly.

Index terms: Radiology and radiologists, re
search . Radiology (journal)
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nomenon of reviewer variation and
the means by which it may be man
aged.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Baltimore, Maryland, office of Ra
diology operates a computer-based manu
script tracking system utilizing a custom
ized data base program. The program
contains a record of every Radiology re
viewer, including a reviewer rating for
each manuscript. Referees prepare a re
port in which they rate manuscripts on a
scale of 1 to 9 (2). Lower numbers indicate
higher ratings; thus, 1 is outstanding, 2
represents excellent, 3 indicates good
work, and 4 designates borderline accept
ability. A rating of 5 is assigned when the
reviewer is uncertain of the acceptability
of a paper. Grades of 6 through 9 repre
sent progressively decreasing merit for
unacceptable manuscripts. Each manu
script is routinely sent to three reviewers.

1. A series of reports was generated
from the computer system.

a) A tabulation was made of ratings of
all manuscripts evaluated between No
vember 1985 and May 21, 1990.

b) The mean ratings for referees who
had been sent 10 or more manuscripts (n
= 660) during the period of investigation

were computed. The standard deviation
of the mean ratings was calculated. On
the basis of the deviation from the mean
score, reviewers were classified into five
categories: zealots, pushovers, main
stream, demoters, and assassins. (Criteria
for classification are given in Table 1.)

c) The mean ratings, standard devi
ation, and categories for those with 25 or
more reviews (n = 313) were obtained.

d) Similar data were compiled for the
107 members of the Editorial Board.

2. The distribution of reviews and the
categories were analyzed as a function of
the number of assigned reviews.

3. Referees are designated with one,
two, or three subject headings based on
the topic(s) of the material they review.
Common associations for those with two
subjects are pediatric/ultrasound, neuro
radiology/magnetic resonance (MR)
imaging, and gastrointestinal/body com
puted tomography (CT). Data on the re

Forbear to judge, for we are sinners alt.
[William Shakespeare]

adiology uses the peer-review sys
tem. The Editor chooses appro

priate individuals to pass judgment
on the merit of manuscripts submit
ted for publication. The reviewer's
task is to rate each work in terms of
originality, documentation, and din
ical impact (1) and to offer sugges
tions for improvement where possi
ble. Reviewers may favor a manu
script or find flaws in the conception,
execution, or interpretation of a pro
ject and, thus, conclude that the work
is invalid. To some extent, such an
evaluation is apt to be subjective, and
there is a potential for major differ
ences among reviewers as each ap
plies a personal standard for judging
a paper. Variations among reviewers
in the perception of what constitutes
an acceptable paper would make the
peer-review system unfair to authors
whose work happened to be sent by
chance to an â€œ¿�assassin,â€•a referee
with stringent standards who advises
rejection much more frequently than
the norm. Conversely, uncritical ac
ceptance of a manuscript would also
constitute unfairness. Do such varia
tions exist?

Radiology has the means to assess
variations among its reviewers. Data
from the review process are available
in our computerized record systems
and may be subjected to analysis. The
goals of this communication are (a) to
analyze reviewer ratings of manu
scripts received over a 4'/2-year peri
od, (b) to categorize reviewer varia
tions, (c) to assess various factors as
they relate to variations in reviewer
ratings, and (d) to discuss the phe
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Figures1, 2. (1) Reviewerratingsfor manuscriptreviews for RadiologyfromNovember 1985to May1990.(2) Meanscoresfor the 660 re
viewers who were sent at least 10 manuscripts to review between November 1985 and May 1990. Mean score was 4.8; standard deviation, 0.8.
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2.

viewers who evaluated 10 or more manu
scripts were analyzed, and, for each sub
ject, a series of items was calculated: the
number of reviewers, the number of re
views, the mean score of the reviewers,
and the distribution of reviewers in the
various categories.

4. All manuscripts that had been rated
by reviewers categorized as assassins (n
12) or demoters (means scores of 6.1-6.7)
(n 32) were further analyzed.

a) For papers co-reviewed by assassins
and mainstream referees, mean scores
and the fraction of manuscripts given a
rating of 6, 7, 8, or 9 were tabulated.
There were 229 papers reviewed by the
12 â€œ¿�assassins.â€•The mean score for the 229
reviews was calculated. For the group of
papers seen by each â€œ¿�assassin,â€•the mean
score, the mean of the mean scores, and
the standard deviation of the means were
calculated. Similarly, for the 387 reviews
(of the same 229 papers) by mainstream
referees, we calculated a mean score for
all reviews, a mean score for each group
associated with a single assassin, plus the
mean of the mean scores and the standard
deviation of the means.

b) For papers co-reviewed by assassins
and zealots or pushovers, the mean scores
(as in 4a) and the fraction of manuscripts
given a rating of 6, 7, 8, or 9 were tabulat
ed for each group.

C, d, e) As in 4a and 4b, values were tab

ulated for manuscripts co-reviewed by
demoters and mainstream referees, for
demoters versus zealots/pushovers, and
for mainstream referees versus zealots/
pushovers.

1)Wecompiledandcomparedthemean
scores for mainstream reviewers in three
categories: co-reviewers with assassins,
demoters, and zealots/pushovers.

5. Several statistical tests were per

formed.
a) A comparison of mean reviewer

scores (section 3 and section 4) were made
by using analysis of variance techniques
(ANOVA). Means based on scores of re
viewers in different subject classes, such
as body CT and breast, were compared by
using the Newman-Keuls procedure for
multiple comparisons with an adjustment
to the sample size to accommodate re
viewers belonging to more than one sub
ject class (3).

b) x2 contingency and trend analysis
was used to evaluate the significance of
the differences in percentages of accep
tance of manuscripts by various catego
ties of reviewers (section 4).

c) A two-tailed t test was used to evalu
ate the difference between mean ratings
of manuscripts co-reviewed by reviewers
in different categories (section 4).

RESULTS

1. a) During the 4'/2-year period of
study, 19,438 reviews were rated and
recorded (Fig 1). The four most corn
mon ratings were 3, 2,7, and 8. The
mean score was 4.8. Just over 50% of
the ratings (9,735) were votes for ac
ceptance. There were 21,373 papers
sent for review; 202 were in the re
view process at the time of data anal
ysis, and 21,171 had been returned.
Of the papers returned, 1,733 (8.2%)
had not been reviewed or had not
been officially rated by the referee.
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CategoryNo. of ReviewersNo. of ReviewsAverage

No.
of Reviews/

ReviewerMeanScoreZealots

and pushovers
Assassins and demoters48(7.3) 56(8.5)1,103(6.1) 1,342(7.5)23.0 24.03.36.3Mainstream

Total556(84.2)15,533

(86.4)28.04.8660(100)17,978(100)27.24.8

No. of
ReviewsNo.

of
ReviewersMeanScoreNo.

of
ZealotsNo.

of
PushoversNo.

of
DemotersNo.

of
Assassins10-12

13-17
18-24
25-35
36â€”50
51â€”101

Total101

112
134
118
101
944.6

4.7
4.9
4.9
4.8
4.84

3
0
1
1
010

6
5
8
4
69

3
10
10
8
42

3
1
5
1

06604.8939441261-100544.80300

Table 2
Data on Reviewers by Category

Note.â€”Numbers in parentheses indicate percentage of total. Mean score with zealots-pushovers excluded: 4.9. Mean score with assassins-demoters
excluded: 4.7.

corresponding group of mainstream
referees. Mean scores for assassins
ranged from 6.5 to 7.4. Mean scores
for 11 groups of mainstream review
ers ranged from 4.3 to 5.5. There was
one assassin with a mean score of 6.8
versus a group of mainstream re
viewers with a score of 6. 1. For the
remaining 11 assassins, the differ
ences in mean scores were 1.4 or
greater (>1 .5 standard deviation).
The overall differences in ratings by
the two groups were highly signifi
cant (Table 5).

b) Manuscripts co-reviewed by assas
sins and zealots/pushovers.â€”Nine of
the 12 assassins reviewed at least one
manuscript that was also reviewed by
a â€œ¿�zealots/pushover.â€• There were 27
such papers, with 29 reviews from
zealots/pushovers, since two papers
were seen by two zealots/pushovers.
The differences between reviewers
in these categories were highly sig
nificant (Table 5).

c) Manuscripts co-reviewed by de
moters and mainstream referees.â€”There
were 630 such manuscripts. The
mean score for each demoter was
higher than the mean score for the
corresponding group of mainstream
referees. Mean scores for demoters
ranged from 5.8 to 6.8. Mean scores
for the 32 corresponding groups of
mainstream referees ranged from 4.2
to 6.1. In seven instances the differ
ence in the mean score between the
demoters and the mainstream re
viewers was less than 0.8 (1 standard
deviation). These differences were
0.1, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.7. Data for
the group as a whole are presented in
Table 5. Differences were significant.
Table 6 provides data analysis for a
single demoter.

d) Manuscripts co-reviewed by de
moters and zealots/pushovers.â€”Ninety
seven papers were co-reviewed by
demoters and zealots/pushovers. The
differences in ratings and rejection
rates were highly significant
(Table 5).

e) Manuscripts co-reviewed by zeal

Table 3
Reviewer Category versus Number of Reviews

b) There were 660 reviewers who
had been sent 10 or more papers to
review. Of the 19,465 dispatched
manuscripts, 17,978 (92.4%) were rat
ed and recorded in our system. The
mean score was 4.8 with a standard
deviation of 0.8. Display of the mean
scores reveals a normal distribution
(Fig 2). Objective variations in rat
ings were observed, and a population
of zealots, pushovers, mainstream,
demoters, and assassins was identi
fied (Fig 2; Tables 1, 2).

c) Analysis of the mean scores of
the 313 referees with 25 or more re
views also shows a normal distribu
tion with groups outside of the main
stream (Table 1). (The 313 referees
with 25 or more reviews were also in
cluded in the group that was ana
lyzed in lb.) The mean score was 4.8,
and the standard deviation was 0.7.
The lower standard deviation
changes the ranges of scores in the
various categories. Forty-five review
ers were classified in nonmainstream
categories, including 21 who had
been mainstream in lb but now were
categorized as pushovers (score 3.6, n
= 4; score 3.7, n = 5) or demoters

(score 5.9, n = 9; score 6.0, n 3).
d) The 107 members of the Editori

al Board consisted of one zealot, sev
en pushovers, 94 mainstream, five
demoters, and no assassins.

2. The reviewer category was com
pared with the number of reviews
(Table 3). The mean scores of the re

viewers were not clearly related to
the number of reviews. Zealots or
pushovers were found in each of the
six groupings and varied from 5% to
13.9% of the reviewers. Assassins
and/or demoters were also found in
each grouping and varied from 4.3%
to 12.7% of the reviewers. The maxi
mum number of papers assigned to
an individual in each category was
zealot, 46; pushover, 78; demoter, 60;
and assassin, 37. The group with the
highest proportion of mainstream re
viewers (94.4%) was the 54 individ
uals who were assigned more than 60
manuscripts.

3. Data on the mean scores and the
distribution of zealots, pushovers,
demoters, and assassins among re
viewers specializing in various sub
jects is presented in Table 4. The
most critical groups of referees were
those who judge submissions on
computer applications (mean score,
5.3) and nuclear medicine (mean
score, 5.2). These values were not sig
nificantly different from the scores of
other groups (P > .25, ANOVA).
Mean scores of reviewers in all other
categories were clearly not signifi
cantly different from the overall
mean score of 4.8.

4. a) Manuscripts co-reviewed by as
sassins and mainstream referees.â€”There
were 229 such papers seen by the 12
reviewers classified as assassins. The
mean score for each assassin was
higher than the mean score for the
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ots/pushovers and mainstream refer
ees.â€”The 859 papers studied includ
ed 107 in which there were co-re

(1@

views by mainstream reviewers and â€˜¿�@.@
0@ _@ Â©@ _ 0 0 â€”¿�0 0@ r4 ri .@@ ce@@ ,zealots/pushovers. Differences were@@

significant (Table 5). Z ,@
1)Manuscriptsco-reviewedbymain

stream referees versus other categories.â€”
The mean score for mainstream re
viewers in manuscripts co-reviewed C-..@ @.@@@@ .@ a@ @.@@ .. e ce@.@v@@
by assassins (n 387) was 5.1, in â€˜¿�Â°

2
manuscripts co-reviewed by de a'

@ Imoters (n = 1,037) was 5.2, and in
manuscripts co-reviewed by zealots/
pushovers (n = 107) was 4.8. The dif
ferenceswerenotstatisticallysignifi- Â°@ C.â€•t@ 0'@@ C-..@@@ g@@@ ,,, ,,@@@ ,@.,@ @â€˜¿�e@@.-4r')e4@,r'4 e.i

cant (P > .25, ANOVA). Z .@@ :@ 0a
It.

DISCUSSION@
ii

â€˜¿�@vIt
o@Uniformity &@@@
z@

Although we were seeking to doc-@@ 2
0

ument variations in reviewer ratings,@
the data can be interpreted as indicat- It
ing an unusual degree of uniformity.@ .@â€˜
A magic number, 4.8, was revealed. It Â° Â° C'@0 0@ 0 C@4 0 0 C') 0 0 c@'40 0 0@@
was the mean score for all the re-@
viewers in our system, as well as for a'
the 660 most productive referees.@
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subject, the mean scores for 11 of the :
19 classifications were between 4.7@
and 4.9 (Table 4). Thus, 4.8 emerges@
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pated reviewer performance when@ .@
using the Radiology nine-point scale.
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An analysis revealed that there â€˜¿�@@ @,
were subgroups of referees whose@@@ a
ratings were significantly more fa- .@
vorable (zealots and pushovers) or .@@
less favorable (assassins and de
moters)thanratingsbyth â€˜¿�@e mainâ€” . 4@ â€”¿�Co â€”¿�â€˜¿�.0@@ â€˜¿�.0â€˜¿�C@.00 L@.C' C')@ 0 0' If) C.1
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stream referees. Before concluding z a@@@@ â€˜¿�@â€˜¿�@â€˜¿�@@@ â€˜¿�@@@ I It
@ .0

that such referees use different stan- g
dards, we had to consider the possi-@
bility that, by chance, these individ-@@@
uals were assigned manuscripts of@@ Â°â€˜ .@@ ts 0@@@ in @â€˜¿�â€˜¿�@0 Cf)@ 0' C@ â€˜¿�@C') in @â€˜¿�r@i t.@@@
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question, since each of our manu- .@@ .@
@.

scripts is rated by multiple reviewers.@
By focusing on manuscripts reviewed@@ :by assassins and demoters, we docu-@ @0
mented that, compared with main-@ It It@ aJ U)

stream reviewers, the assassins and@@ Â§ It
.â€” Cd@ t@ It@@
0@

demoters assigned poorer ratings and It
more frequently voted for rejection.@@ ,!. .5@@ .@@@ .@@@@ t8@

In the same group of papers, zealots@ in@ . .@@@@@@@ Â°@ â€˜¿�O

andpushoversgavemorefavorable@@@@ .@@@@@@@ U@@

@ .@@

ratings and more frequently voted@ >@@@@ a@@@@@@@@@@ .@ .@ .@@@@@@
foracceptance.@@@@@@@ @5@@@@@@ z z o@ @.@

If ratings were attributable to ,@ .@@
manuscript selection rather than re- @,@ t@8a

viewer standards, we should have
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ComparisonMean RatingsMean
of

Mean RatingsRejectionRateAssassins

vsmainstreamAssassins6.96.0

Â±0.3*179/229Mainstream5.15.0

Â±0.7*(78.2)t 192/387
(49.6)tAssassins

vszealots/pushovers

Assassins7.16.6Â±1.8k23/27
(85.2)tZealots/pushovers3.83.3

Â±1.2*5/29
(17.2)tDemoters

vsmainstreamDemoters6.36.3

Â±0.25*487/630
(67.8)tMainstream5.25.2

Â±0.5*475/1,037
(45.8)tDemoters

vszealots/pushovers

Demoters6.36.5 Â±1.4*67/97
(69.1)tZealots/pushovers3.73.7

Â±1.4*22/ 104
(21.1)tZealots/push

overs vs main
streamZealots/pushovers3.63.4@1.4*19/107

(17.8)tMainstream4.84.9
Â±1.5*42/107

(39.3)t

Demoter Reviewer2
Paper Score ScoreReviewer

2
MSReviewer

3
ScoreReviewer

3
MS1

723.163.32
424.365.83
424.344.64
865.385.85
225.485.764

64.1. .....78

34.866.385
33.085.393

14.234.5109
64.675.8118
76.374.3129
54.275.3139
24.635.9144

64.3. .....155

24.335.516
724.034.117
8 54.654.6

however, manuscript selection was
not a major factor.

In selecting criteria for categoriz
ing reviewers, we chose arbitrary
standards. Mean Â±1.5 standard devi
ations seemed like a reasonable range
for defining the mainstream. In our
population of reviewers, the standard
deviations of the mean score decrease
as the number of reviews increases.
We illustrated the shift by separate
analyses based on reviewers with 10
or more reviews (mean, 4.8; standard
deviation, 0.8) and 25 or more re
views (mean, 4.8; standard deviation,
0.7). If we consider reviewers with 50
or more reviews (mean, 4.8; standard
deviation, 0.6), those with scores of
3.8 and 5.8 would also be excluded
from the mainstream.

Identification

Who are the zealots and assassins?
There were no objective factors, oth
er than the ratings of manuscripts as
signed, that could be used to identify
divergent reviewers. Outliers were
included in every reviewer subject
classification (Table 4). Reviewers of
papers in nuclear medicine and corn
puter applications had the highest
mean scores. It is notable that these
groups had no zealots or pushovers.
Reviewers in various nonmainstream
categories differ not in the quality of
their reviews but rather in their per
ceptions of what constitutes an ac
ceptable manuscript. Outliers are apt
to produce detailed, complete re
views with carefully documented ob
servations on originality, validity,
and pertinence of the work. Thus,
pushovers and demoters are included
among our most experienced and re
spected reviewers, and 13 of the 107
members of the Editorial Board are
outside of the mainstream.

Our choice of terms for reviewer
categories is whimsical, yet â€œ¿�zealotâ€•
and â€œ¿�assassinâ€•are somehow appro
priate because of the implication of
an emotional component to the re
view process. We have received more
than a dozen letters from reviewers
in these categories protesting the fi
nal editorial decision to accept (by as
sassins) or to reject (by zealots) con
trary to their advice.

How do divergent reviewers justi
fy their stance? Two trends are ap
parent. Assassins and demoters claim
that they would like to raise stan
dards for papers accepted for publica
tion. They are less likely to conclude
that material is innovative. They
want larger numbers of cases studied,
more convincing documentation for

Table 5
CÃ mparison of Mean Scores and Rejection Rates of Reviewers

Noteâ€”Data are based on an analysis of reviews of 859 manuscripts. Numbers in parentheses are
percentages.

*P< .001,ttest.
t p < .001, x2 analysis.

Table 6
Actual Data from a Single Referee Classified as a Demoter

Note.â€”MS = mean score for all manuscripts reviewed. The demoter rated 18 papers; 16 were co
reviewed by a second and third reviewer and two papers (6 and 14) were seen by a single other
reviewer. Seventeen papers were co-reviewed by mainstream reviewers (mean score for demoter, 105/
17@ 6.2; mean score for mainstream, 129/29 4.4). Two papers (1 and 8) were co-reviewed by
pushovers. Two papers (7 and 11) were co-reviewed by demoters. Note that with respect to reviewers 2
and 3, on no occasion was a lower score (higher rating) given by a referee with a higher mean score.

found smaller differences between
the ratings of the assassins-demoters
and the mainstream referees who co
reviewed papers. Chance selection of
poorer-quality manuscripts appears

to have been a factor for one of the 12
assassins and for seven of the 32 de
moters in that their mean scores were
close to those of mainstream co-re
viewers. For the groups as a whole,
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negative studies, and longer follow
up periods following interventional
procedures. They contend that too
many marginally acceptable papers
are published. Zealots and pushovers
would like to have more papers ac
cepted from their areas of expertise.
They indicate that impressive pro
gress in their subspecialties justifies
efforts to publish as many quality ar
tides as possible. They often provide
excellent, lengthy critiques including
helpful suggestions for revision.
They frequently act as advocates by
emphasizing the positive features of
submitted work.

Fairness

Who is right? The zealots may be
correct in indicating that a high pro
portion of submitted work is worthy
of publication. The assassins may be
correct in contending that more
stringent standards should be ap
plied and that fewer papers should
be published. The key point, no mat
ter which group is correct, is that the
existenceofdisparatecategoriesof
reviewerscreatesthepotentialfor
unfair treatment of authors. Those
whose papers are sent by chance to
assassins/demoters are at an unfair
disadvantage, while zealots/push
overs give authors an unfair advan
tage.

Management

Since zealots and assassins are a
source of potential difficulty, why
not eliminate them entirely from the
review process? Those whose re
views are not outstanding are
dropped from the reviewer corps.
The remainder are retained because
they are the most knowledgeable ex
perts in their fields, and, as previous

ly mentioned, they provide superb,
detailed reviews. Votes to reject by
zealots and to accept by assassins are
particularly decisive.

Editors should be aware of review
er variation. Editors of journals with
a small corps of referees undoubtedly
will recognize their assassins and
zealots and will manage to deal with
the disparities. For large journals
with numerous reviewers, there is a
danger that authors will be treated
unfairly if no effort is made to record
and to recognize differences in re
viewer standards.

Radiology continuously monitors
review ratings. The computer is regu
larly utilized to provide a printout of
reviewers; this list contains the mean
rating of the manuscript previously
reviewed. There is considerable vari
ation (mean score, 3.6â€”6.0)among re
viewers categorized as mainstream.
Just as several referees may have
been miscast as demoters because, by
chance, they were assigned manu
scripts of lesser quality, there may be
unrecognized demoters with mean
scores of 5.7 or 5.8 who reviewed pa
pers with greater than average merit.
In selecting three reviewers for a pa
per, an attempt is made to choose a
balanced combination. This is usually
achieved. The choice of three refer
ees with mean scores of 5.6 or great
er, for example, is potentially unfair.
On rare occasions, however, limited
availability of reviewers in a specific
category necessitates the use of an in
appropriately critical group of refer
ees. Armed with knowledge of re
viewer status, an Editor can make a
reasonable, informed decision about
the acceptability of such a paper.

Thus, as a matter of policy, we seek
a balanced group of referees (in
terms of mean scores) for any paper
submitted to peer review. The Editor
must not abuse the system. What if
the Editor, on preliminary examina

tion of a manuscript, is displeased by
impracticability, poor preparation, or
a lack of originality? In such cases,
we reject the paper without external
review, avoiding the temptation to
seek a group of assassins for official
castigation. Likewise, we avoid the
duplicitous practice of assigning pa
pers that please the Editor to zealots
and pushovers.

The Editor can modulate re
viewers' recommendations in the de
cision to accept or to reject the paper.
Thus, when a single reviewer opts
for rejection, the paper is much more
likely to be accepted if the rejection
comes from an assassin as opposed to
a mainstream reviewer. Similarly, pa
pers are seldom accepted on the basis
of affirmations from zealots when
mainstream co-reviewers do not give
the work an appropriate rating.

Unfortunately, authors may be
abused by the subjective nature of the
peer-review process. Measures to
make peer review more objective are
highly desirable. Radiology employs a
computer-based system in which re
viewer ratings and rejection rates are
continuously monitored. The exis
tence of assassins and zealots, review
ers whose standards are at variance
with those of mainstream referees,
has been documented. Knowledge of
reviewer status yields fairer treatment
ofauthors.â€¢¿�
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